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Abstract
The superior temporal sulcus (STS) is considered a hub for social perception and cognition, including theperceptionof faces and
humanmotion, as well as understanding others’ actions, mental states, and language. However, the functional organization of
the STS remains debated: Is this broad region composed of multiple functionally distinct modules, each specialized for a
different process, or are STS subregionsmultifunctional, contributing tomultiple processes? Is the STS spatially organized, and
if so,what are the dominant features of this organization?Weaddress these questions bymeasuring STS responses to a range of
social and linguistic stimuli in the same set of humanparticipants, using fMRI.Weﬁnd anumberof STS subregions that respond
selectively to certain types of social input, organized along a posterior-to-anterior axis. We also identify regions of overlapping
response to multiple contrasts, including regions responsive to both language and theory of mind, faces and voices, and faces
and biological motion. Thus, the human STS contains both relatively domain-speciﬁc areas, and regions that respond to
multiple types of social information.
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Introduction
Humans are profoundly social beings, and accordingly devote
considerable cortical territory to social cognition, including
lower tier regions specialized for perceiving the shapes of faces
and bodies (Kanwisher 2010), and high-level regions specialized
for understanding the meaning of sentences (Binder et al. 1997;
Fedorenko et al. 2011) and the contents of other people’s
thoughts (Saxe and Kanwisher 2003; Saxe and Powell 2006). Yet
between these 2 extremes lies a rich space of intermediate social
processes, including the ability to discern the goal of an action,
the signiﬁcance of a ﬂeeting facial expression, the meaning of a
tone of voice, and the nature of the relationships and interactions
in a social group. How do we so quickly and effortlessly extract
this multifaceted social information from “thin slices” of social
stimuli (Ambady and Rosenthal 1992)? Here we investigate the
functional organization of our computational machinery for
social cognition by using fMRI to target a brain region that has
long been implicated as a nexus of these processes: the superior
temporal sulcus (STS).
The STS is one of the longest sulci in the brain, extending from
the inferior parietal lobe anteriorly along the full length of the
temporal lobe. Subregions of the STS have been implicated in
diverse aspects of social perception and cognition, including
the perception of faces (Puce et al. 1996; Haxby et al. 2000; Pitcher
et al. 2011), voices (Belin et al. 2000), and biologicalmotion (Bonda
et al. 1996; Allison et al. 2000; Grossman et al. 2000; Grossman and
Blake 2002; Pelphrey, Mitchell, et al. 2003; Pelphrey et al. 2005),
and understanding of others’ actions (Pelphrey, Singerman,
et al. 2003; Pelphrey, Morris, et al. 2004; Brass et al. 2007; Vander
Wyk et al. 2009), andmental states (Fletcher et al. 1995; Gallagher
et al. 2000; Saxe and Kanwisher 2003; Saxe and Powell 2006;
Ciaramidaro et al. 2007). Regions of the STS have also been
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implicated in linguistic processing (Binder et al. 1997; Vigneau
et al. 2006; Fedorenko et al. 2012), as well as basic perceptual
and attentional functions, such as audiovisual integration (Cal-
vert et al. 2001; Beauchamp et al. 2004; Taylor et al. 2006), and
the control of visual attention (Corbetta and Shulman 2002).
But because most prior studies have investigated only a small
subset of these mental processes, the relationship between the
regions involved in each process remains unknown.
One possibility is that the STS is composed of a number of dis-
tinct, functionally specialized subregions, each playing a role in
one of these domains of processing and not others. This would
point to a modular organization, and would further point to sep-
arate streams of processing for the domains listed above—pro-
cessing faces, voices, mental states, etc. Another possibility is
that responses to these broad contrasts overlap. Overlap could
either point to 1) STS subregions involved in multiple processes,
indicating a nonmodular organization; or 2) a response driven by
an underlying process shared acrossmultiple tasks, such as inte-
gration of information from multiple modalities or domains.
Hein and Knight (2008) performed a meta-analysis assessing
locations of peak coordinates of STS responses from biological
motion perception, face perception, voice perception, theory of
mind (ToM), and audiovisual integration tasks. They found that
peak coordinates from different tasks did not fall into discrete
spatial clusters, and thus argued 1) that the STS consists ofmulti-
functional cortex, whose functional role at a given moment de-
pends on coactivation patterns with regions outside of the STS;
and 2) that there is little spatial organization to the STS response
to different tasks.
However, meta-analyses cannot provide strong evidence for
overlap between functional regions. Because the anatomical loca-
tion of each functional region varies across individual subjects,
combining data across subjects in a standard stereotactic space
can lead to ﬁndings of spurious overlap (Brett et al. 2002; Saxe
et al. 2006; Fedorenko and Kanwisher 2009). These issues are com-
pounded in meta-analyses, which combine data across studies
using different normalization algorithms and stereotactic coordin-
ate systems. Furthermore, to investigate overlap between regions
responding to distinct tasks, we would ideally want to study the
full spatial extent of these regions, rather than simply peak
coordinates.
The present study addresses these limitations by scanning the
sameset of subjectswhile theyengage in faceperception, biological
motion perception, mental state understanding (termed ToM), lin-
guistic processing, and voice perception. Within individual sub-
jects, we compare STS responses across different tasks. We show
that distinct input domains evoke distinct patterns of activation
along the STS, pointing to different processes engaged by each
type of input. In particular, we ﬁnd that a dominant feature of
this spatial organization consists of differences in response proﬁle
along the anterior–posterior axis of the STS. Investigating focal re-
gions that respond maximally to each contrast within individual
subjects, we are able to ﬁnd strongly selective regions formost pro-
cesses assessed, including biologicalmotion perception, voice per-
ception, ToM, and language. These selective regions are also
characterized by distinct patterns of whole-brain functional con-
nectivity, and similarity in functional connectivity proﬁles across
regions is predictive of similarity in task responses. In addition to
these selective regions, we identify a number of regions that re-
spond reliably to multiple contrasts, including language and ToM,
faces andvoices, and faces andbiologicalmotion. Thus, theSTSap-
pears to contain bothsubregions specialized for particular domains
of social processing, as well as areas responsive to information
frommultiple domains, potentially playing integrative roles.
Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty adult subjects (age 19–31 years, 11 females, all right-
handed) participated in the study. Participants had no history
of neurological or psychiatric impairment, had normal or cor-
rected vision, and were native English speakers. All participants
provided written, informed consent.
Paradigm
Each participant performed 5 tasks over the course of 1–3 scan
sessions. These included a ToM task, biological motion percep-
tion task, face perception task, voice perception task, and an
auditory story task that yielded multiple contrasts of interest.
The paradigms were designed such that roughly 5 min of data
was collected for each condition within each experiment.
In the ToM task, participants read brief stories describing
either false beliefs (ToM condition) or false physical representa-
tions (control condition), and then answered true/false questions
about these stories. Stories were chosen based on a prior study
that identiﬁed false belief stories that elicited the largest re-
sponse in the right temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) (Dodell-
Feder et al. 2011). Stories were presented for 10 s, followed by a
4-s question phase, and 12-s ﬁxation period, with an additional
12 s ﬁxation at the start of the run. Twenty stories (10 per condi-
tion) were presented over 2 runs, each lasting 4:32 min. Condi-
tions were presented in a palindromic order (e.g., 1, 2, 2, 1),
counterbalanced across runs and subjects. The stimuli and ex-
perimental scripts are available on our laboratory’s website
(http://saxelab.mit.edu/superloc.php, Last accessed 16/05/2015).
In the biological motion task, participants watched brief
point-light-display (PLD) animations that either depicted various
human movements (walking, jumping, waving, etc.) or rotating
rigid 3D objects with point-lights at vertices (Vanrie and Verfaillie
2004). Animations consisted of white dots moving on a black
background. Individual animations lasted 2 s, and were pre-
sented in blocks of 9, with a 0.25-s gap between animations. Par-
ticipants performed a one-back task on individual animations,
pressing a button for repeated stimuli, which occurred once per
block. Additionally, 4 other conditions were included which are
not reported here; these included spatially scrambled versions
of human and object PLDs, linearly moving dots, and static
dots. In each of 6 runs, 2 blocks per condition were presented in
palindromic order, with condition order counterbalanced across
runs and subjects. Runs consisted of 12 20.25-s blocks as well as
18-s ﬁxation blocks at the start, middle, and end, for a total run
time of 4:57 min. Due to timing constraints, one subject did not
complete the biological motion task.
In the face perception task, participants passively viewed 3-s
movie clips of faces or of moving objects, using stimuli that have
been previously described (Pitcher et al. 2011). We chose to use
dynamic as opposed to static face stimuli as dynamic stimuli
have been shown to yield a substantially stronger response in
the face area of posterior STS (pSTS) (Pitcher et al. 2011), facilitat-
ing the ability to identify face-responsive regions of the STS in in-
dividual subjects. Stimuli were presented in blocks of 6 clips with
no interval between clips. Additionally, a third condition present-
ing movies of bodies was included, but not assessed in this re-
port. In each of 3 runs, 4 blocks per condition were presented in
palindromic order, with condition order counterbalanced across
runs and subjects. Runs consisted of 12 18-s stimulus blocks as
well as 18-s rest blocks at the start, middle, and end, for a total
run time of 4:30 min.
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In the voice perception task, participants passively listened to
audio clips consisting either of human vocal sounds (e.g., cough-
ing, laughing, humming, sighing, speech sounds), or nonvocal
environmental sounds (e.g., sirens, doorbells, ocean sounds,
instrumental music). Stimuli were taken from a previous experi-
ment that identiﬁed a voice-responsive region of STS (Belin et al.
2000) (http://vnl.psy.gla.ac.uk/resources.php, Last accessed 16/05/
2015). Clips were presented in 16-s blocks that alternated between
the 2 conditions,with a 12-sﬁxationperiod betweenblocks and8 s
of ﬁxation at the start of the experiment. Condition order was
counterbalanced across subjects. A single run was given, with 10
blocks per condition, lasting 9:28. Due to timing constraints, 4 sub-
jects did not receive the voice perception task.
During the auditory story task, participants listened to either
stories or music. Four conditions were included: ToM stories,
physical stories, jabberwocky, and music. This task provides a
language contrast (physical stories vs. jabberwocky), a second
ToM contrast (ToM vs. physical stories), and a second voice con-
trast ( jabberwocky vs. music). Two additional conditions, stories
depicting physical and biological movements, were included for
separate purposes, and are not analyzed in the present report.
ToM stories consisted of stories describing the false belief of a
human character, with no explicit descriptions of human
motion. Physical stories described physical events involving no
object motion (e.g., streetlights turning on at night) and no
human characters. All stories consisted of 3 sentences, and stor-
ies were matched across conditions on number of words, mean
syllables per word, Flesch reading ease, number of noun phrases,
number of modiﬁers, number of higher level constituents, num-
ber of words before the ﬁrst verb, number of negations, andmean
semantic frequency (log Celex frequency). Jabberwocky stimuli
consisted of English sentences with content words replaced by
pronounceable nonsense words, and with words temporally re-
ordered. This condition hasminimal semantic and syntactic con-
tent, but preserves prosody, phonology, and vocal content. Music
stimuli consisted of clips from instrumental classical and jazz
pieces, with no linguistic content. Each auditory stimulus lasted
9 s. After a 1-s delay, participants performed a delayed-match-to-
sample task, judging whether a word (or music clip) came from
the prior stimulus. Each run consisted of 4 trials per condition,
for a total of 24 trials. Four runs of 8:08 min were given. Stimuli
were presented in a jittered, slow event-related design, with
stimulus timing determined using Freesurfer’s optseq2 to
optimize power in comparing conditions.
Additionally, resting-state data were acquired to investigate
functional connectivity of STS subregions. For these scans, parti-
cipants were asked to keep their eyes open, avoid falling asleep,
and stay as still as possible. These scans lasted 10 min.
Data Acquisition
Data were acquired using a Siemens 3T MAGNETOM Tim Trio
scanner (Siemens AG, Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). High-
resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were collected using
a multi-echo MPRAGE pulse sequence (repetition time [TR] =
2.53 s; echo time [TE] = 1.64, 3.5, 5.36, 7.22 ms, ﬂip angle α = 7°,
ﬁeld of view [FOV] = 256 mm,matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness =
1 mm, 176 near-axial slices, acceleration factor = 3, 32 reference
lines). Task-based functional data were collected using a
T2*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence sensitive
to blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR = 2 s, TE=
30ms,α=90°, FOV=192mm,matrix=64×64, slice thickness=3mm,
slice gap = 0.6 mm, 32 near-axial slices). Resting-state functional
datawere also collected using a T2*-weighted EPI sequence (TR=6 s,
TE = 30 ms, α = 90°, FOV = 256 mm, matrix = 128 × 128, slice
thickness = 2 mm, 67 near-axial slices). Resting data were
acquired at higher resolution (2 mm isotropic) to reduce the
relative inﬂuence of physiological noise (Triantafyllou et al.
2005, 2006).
Data Preprocessing and Modeling
Data were processed using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL), ver-
sion 4.1.8, supplemented by customMATLAB scripts. Anatomical
and functional images were skull-stripped using FSL’s brain ex-
traction tool. Functional data were motion corrected using
rigid-body transformations to the middle image of each run, cor-
rected for interleaved slice acquisition using sinc interpolation,
spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel (5-mm
FWHM unless otherwise speciﬁed), and high-pass ﬁltered
(Gaussian-weighted least-squares ﬁt straight line subtraction,
with σ = 50 s (Marchini and Ripley 2000)). Functional images
were registered to anatomical images using a rigid-body trans-
formation determined by Freesurfer’s bbregister (Greve and
Fischl 2009). Anatomical images were in turn normalized to the
Montreal Neurological Instititute-152 template brain (MNI
space), using FMRIB’s nonlinear registration tool (FNIRT). Further
details on the preprocessing and modeling of resting-state data
are provided below (see Resting-state functional connectivity
analysis).
Whole-brain general linear model-based analyses were per-
formed for each subject, run, and task. Regressors were deﬁned
as boxcar functions convolved with a canonical double-gamma
hemodynamic response function. For the ToM task, the story
and response periods for each trial were modeled as a single
event, lasting 14 s. For the auditory story task, 9-s-long stories
weremodeled as single events; these did not include the response
period, as the response was unrelated to the processes of interest
for this task. For the face, biological motion, and voice perception
tasks, the regressor for a given condition included each block from
that condition. Temporal derivatives of each regressor were in-
cluded in all models, and all regressors were temporally high-
pass ﬁltered. FMRIB’s improved linear model was used to correct
for residual autocorrelation, to provide valid statistics at the indi-
vidual-subject level (Woolrich et al. 2001).
Subsequently, data were combined across runs for each sub-
ject using second-level ﬁxed-effects analyses, after transforming
betamaps toMNI space. For split-half analyses (further described
below), datawere combined across even and odd runs separately.
For the voice localizer, which only had a single run, the datawere
temporally split into ﬁrst and second halves, each with 5 blocks
per condition, and these were analyzed as if they were separate
runs.
The contrasts analyzed were as follows: from the ToM task,
false belief versus false physical representation stories (termed
ToM 1); from the face perception task, faces versus objects
(Faces); from the biological motion task, biological motion versus
rigid object motion (Biological Motion); from the voice perception
task, vocal versus nonvocal sounds (Voice 1); and from the audi-
tory story task, false belief versus physical stories (ToM 2), phys-
ical stories versus jabberwocky (Language), and jabberwocky
versus music (Voice 2). Note that the ToM 2 and Language con-
trasts are nonorthogonal and thus statistically dependent, as
are the Language and Voice 2 contrasts. As a result, these pairs
of contrasts are biased toward ﬁnding nonoverlapping sets of
voxels: for instance, voxels with high responses in the physical
condition are less likely have signiﬁcant effects of ToM 2, and
more likely to have signiﬁcant effects of Language. However, in
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both of these cases we have contrasts from separate datasets
(ToM 1 and Voice 1 contrasts) to validate the results.
Because we were speciﬁcally interested in responses within
the STS, second-level analyses were restricted to voxels within
a bilateral STS mask, deﬁned by drawing STS gray matter on
theMNI template brain. Posteriorly, the STS splits into 2 sulci sur-
rounding the angular gyrus. Our mask included both of these
sulci as well as gray matter in the angular gyrus, because re-
sponses to ToM contrasts have previously been observed on the
angular gyrus. Statistical maps were thresholded using a false
discovery rate of q < 0.01, which controls the proportion of posi-
tive results that are expected to be false positives, to correct for
multiple comparisons; supplementary analyses also used differ-
ent thresholds to determine the effect on overlap estimates.
Anterior–Posterior Organization
We ﬁrst investigated the large-scale spatial organization of STS
responses to different contrasts, by assessing how responses to
each contrast vary as a function of position along the length of
the sulcus. We sought to deﬁne a series of regions of interest
(ROIs) that carved the STS into slices along its length. Prior stud-
ies have analyzed responses in coronal slices of the STS, asses-
sing how responses vary as a function of the y-coordinate in
MNI space (Pelphrey, Mitchell, et al. 2003; Pelphrey, Singerman,
et al. 2003; Pelphrey, Viola, et al. 2004;Morris et al. 2005). However,
the STS has an oblique orientation in the y–z plane of MNI space,
and we wished to deﬁne ROIs that extended perpendicularly to
the local direction of the STS in the y–z plane.
To this end, we used our STSmask to estimate the local orien-
tation of the sulcus at different y-coordinates. Mask coordinates
were averagedacross thex- and z-dimensions, to obtain a function
specifying themean z-coordinate of the STS for a given y-coordin-
ate. Next, for each y-coordinate, the local slope of the STS was de-
termined by ﬁtting a linear regression to z-coordinates in a 1-cm
window along the y-dimension. This slope was used to deﬁne
“slice” ROIs along the length of the STS, by constructing an aniso-
tropic Gaussian ROI and intersecting thiswith the STSmask (sam-
ple ROIs are shown in Fig. 2). Note that, for the posterior segment
of the STS, where it splits into 2 sulci, our approach does not treat
these sulci separately, instead computing the local slope of amask
including both sulci and the angular gyrus. For each ROI, hemi-
sphere, subject, and contrast, percent signal change values were
extracted, and plotted as a function of y-coordinate.
Additionally, we askedwhether these patterns differed across
the upper and lower banks of the STS. The upper and lower banks
of the STS were drawn on individual subjects’ cortical surface re-
presentations, and intersected with the slice ROIs deﬁned above.
Percent signal change values were extracted from the resulting
“upper and lower slice” ROIs. For this analysis, we only consid-
ered portions of the STS that were anterior to the point at
which the STS splits into 2 sulci posteriorly, and data were only
smoothed at 3-mm FWHM to minimize bleeding across upper
and lower banks.
These analyses revealed that the positions of regions with the
strongest response to each contrast were ordered as follows, from
posterior to anterior: ToM, biological motion, faces, voices, lan-
guage. We next aimed to statistically assess these differences in
spatial position. Although some contrasts elicited responses in
multiple regions along the STS, we aimed to compare responses
speciﬁcally within the region of maximal response to each task,
and thus assessed active regions in individual subjects within
spatially constrained group-level search spaces. Search spaces
for each contrast were deﬁned from group-level activation
maps, computed using a mixed-effects analysis (Woolrich et al.
2004), as the set of active voxels within a 15-mm sphere around
a peak coordinate (shown in Supplementary Fig. 1). For each spa-
tially adjacent pair of search spaces (e.g., ToM and biological mo-
tion, biological motion and faces, etc.), we combined the 2 search
spaces, and identiﬁed regions of activation in individual subjects
to each of the 2 contrasts within this combined search space. We
then computed the center of mass of these regions, and com-
pared their y-coordinates across the 2 contrasts using a paired,
two-sample, two-tailed t-test.
Responses in Maximally Sensitive Regions
We next asked whether the STS contains selective regions,
responding to one contrast and not others. We focused on
small regions that were maximally responsive to each contrast
in a given subject, to increase the likelihood of ﬁnding selective
responses, and extracted responses in these regions across all
conditions. ROIs were deﬁned using data from odd runs of each
task. For the face localizer, which had 3 runs, runs 1 and 3 were
used to deﬁne ROIs. The group-level search spaces deﬁned
above (Anterior–Posterior Organization section) were used to
spatially constrain ROI deﬁnition. For each contrast, hemisphere,
and subject, we identiﬁed the coordinate with the global max-
imum response across a given search space, placed a 5-mm-
radius sphere around this coordinate, and intersected this sphere
with the individual subject’s activation map for that contrast.
Responses to each condition in each task were then extracted
from these ROIs. For the task used to deﬁne the ROI, datawere ex-
tracted from even runs while, for other tasks, the full dataset was
used, such that the extracted responses were always independ-
ent from data used to deﬁne the ROI. Percent signal change was
extracted by averaging beta values across each ROI and dividing
by mean BOLD signal in the ROI. t-Tests were used to test for an
effect of each of the seven contrasts of interest in each ROI, with a
threshold of P < 0.01 (one-tailed). Participants who lacked a cer-
tain ROI were not included in the statistical analysis for that ROI.
Resting-State Functional Connectivity Analysis
Wenext probed another aspect of spatial organization in the STS:
do subregions of the STS have different patterns of functional
connectivity, and do these patterns relate to the task response
proﬁle of that region? Speciﬁcally, we assessed resting-state
functional connectivity of functionally deﬁned STS subregions.
For resting-state data, several additional preprocessing steps
were performed to diminish the inﬂuence of physiological and
motion-related noise. Time series of 6 motion parameter esti-
mates, computed during motion correction, were removed from
the data via linear regression. Additionally, time series from
white matter and cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) were removed using
the CompCorr algorithm (Behzadi et al. 2007; Chai et al. 2012).
White matter and CSF ROIs were deﬁned using FSL’s Automated
Segmentation Tool and eroded by one voxel. Themean and ﬁrst 4
principal components of time series from thesemaskswere com-
puted and removed from the data via linear regression.
We again focused on regions with maximum responses to a
given contrast, to isolate spatially distinct subregions of the STS.
ROIs were deﬁned in the same way as above (see Responses in
maximally sensitive regions): as the set of active voxels within a
5-mm-radius sphere around the peak coordinate of response
from a given task and participant. Although these ROIs were
deﬁned using the same procedure as described above, they were
deﬁned using the full dataset from each task, rather than half of
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the data, and thus differed slightly from theROIs used above. Time
series were extracted from each ROI, and correlations were com-
puted with time series from every voxel in a Freesurfer-derived
gray matter mask (excluding within-hemisphere STS voxels), to
derive a whole-brain functional connectivity map for each region.
We then computed correlations between whole-brain functional
connectivitymaps fromdifferent regions, to determine the degree
of similarity of functional connectivity maps from different STS
subregions (functional connectivity similarity).We also computed
task responses of these ROIs across the 12 conditions assessed
in this study, and computed correlations between these task
response vectors across ROIs, to assess similarity of response
proﬁles (response similarity).
Lastly, we assessed the relationship between functional con-
nectivity similarity and response similarity, after accounting for
effects of spatial proximity of ROIs.Within eachhemisphere, a lin-
ear mixed model was performed with functional connectivity
similarity values (Fisher-transformed) across ROI pairs and sub-
jects as the dependent variable. To avoid pairs of ROIs with trivial-
ly similar response proﬁles due to similarity in physical location,
we excluded ROIs from the ToM 2 and Voice 2 contrasts, as well
as any pair of ROIs whose centers were closer than 1 cm, which
prevents any overlap between pairs of ROIs. Response similarity
(Fisher-transformed) was used as the explanatory variable of
interest. Additionally, physical distance between ROIs, as well as
the square and cube roots thereof, were included as nuisance re-
gressors to account for effects of spatial proximity on similarity
of functional connectivity maps. These speciﬁc nonlinear func-
tions of physical distancewere found to accuratelymodel the rela-
tion between physical distance and functional connectivity
similarity values. A mixed model with random-effect terms for
the intercept and the effect of response similarity was used. Para-
meters were estimated using an approximate maximum likeli-
hood method (Lindstrom and Bates 1990), implemented using
MATLAB’s nlmeﬁt function. AWald test was used to assess the
relationship between response similarity and functional connect-
ivity similarity in each hemisphere; the use of a normal approxi-
mation is justiﬁed by the large number of data points in each
model (N = 291, right hemisphere; N = 233, left hemisphere).
Overlap Analysis
Having probed the response proﬁle of focal, maximally responsive
ROIs for each contrast, we next investigated the full spatial extent
of responses to each contrast. Speciﬁcally,we assessed the amount
of overlap between signiﬁcantly active STS voxels in each hemi-
sphere across contrasts. To illustrate our method for quantifying
overlap, suppose we have 2 regions, called A and B, deﬁned by 2
different contrasts, and letABdenote the regionofoverlapbetween
A and B. We compute 2 quantities to assess the overlap between
A and B: the size of AB divided by the size of A, and the size of
AB divided by the size of B. In addition to the amount of overlap,
these measures provide some insight into the type of overlap oc-
curring. For instance, if regionA encompasses and extends beyond
region B, then size(AB)/size(B) = 1, while size(AB)/size(A) <1. In con-
trast, if the regions are of equal size, then size(AB)/size(B) = size
(AB)/size(A). Furthermore, these quantities have an intuitive and
straightforward interpretation, as the proportion of one region
(A or B) that overlaps with the other. Overlap values were averaged
across subjects. For each pair of contrasts and each hemisphere,
subjects who lacked any STS response to one or both contrast
were excluded from this average.
fMRI overlap values depend on both the extent of spatial
smoothing applied, as well as the statistical threshold used to
deﬁne the extent of active regions. For this reason, we additional-
ly computed overlap values at a range of different thresholds
(q < 0.05, q < 0.01, and q < 0.005) as well as smoothing kernels (5-,
3-, and 0-mmFWHM) to askwhether overlap could be consistent-
ly observed across these different parameters.
Lastly, we investigated the response proﬁles of overlapping
regions, focusing on pairs of contrasts for which substantial over-
lap was observed. Speciﬁcally, we focused on regions responsive
to language and ToM, faces and voices, and faces and biological
motion. We used a split-half analysis approach. Regions were
deﬁned in the ﬁrst half of the dataset as the set of all voxels
that responded to 2 given contrasts. Responses were then ex-
tracted in the second half of the data for the 2 tasks used to deﬁne
the region, or the full dataset for other tasks, such that responses
were always extracted from data that was independent of those
used to deﬁne the ROI. Unsmoothed data were used to extract
responses, such that overlapping responses could not be intro-
duced by spatial smoothing. t-Testswere used to test for an effect
of each of the 7 contrasts of interest in each ROI, with a threshold
of P < 0.01 (one-tailed).
Results
Individual Subject Activations
Individual subject activations are shown in Figure 1, and mean
peak coordinates of response (within search spaces for each con-
trast) are given in Table 1. For the ToM contrasts, the most com-
monly observed response bilaterally was in the angular gyrus or
one of the 2 branching sulci of the STS, a region previously
termed the TPJ (Saxe and Kanwisher 2003). Additionally, re-
sponses in middle and anterior STS region were often observed.
In some subjects, these responses were relatively focal (e.g., Sub-
ject 2 in Fig. 1), while in others this response encompassed a large
portion of middle to anterior STS (e.g., Subject 1 in Fig. 1).
Responses to the language contrast were generally stronger in
the left than right hemisphere. In the left hemisphere, most sub-
jects had several distinct regions of activation along the STS, with
variable positions across subjects, ranging from angular gyrus to
middle and anterior STS. In the right hemisphere, the most com-
monly observed responsewas a single region of far-anterior STS,
as seen in both subjects in Figure 1.
For the voice contrast, activations were generally centered in
the middle STS, and were typically stronger in the upper than
lower bank of the STS. These responses varied substantially in
extent across subjects, with some being relatively focal (e.g., Sub-
ject 2 in Fig. 1), and some extending along nearly the full length of
the STS anterior to the angular gyrus (e.g., Subject 1 in Fig. 1).
Face responses were most commonly observed in a region at
and/or just anterior to the point at which the STS breaks into 2
sulci, previously termed the pSTS (Pelphrey, Mitchell, et al.
2003; Shultz et al. 2011). Additionally, many subjects had several
other discrete face-sensitive regions both anterior and posterior
to this pSTS region, with locations varying across individuals.
Biological motion responses were typically observed in a
similar region of pSTS. This region was typically overlapping
with the face-responsive pSTS region, but was centered slightly
posteriorly in most subjects (e.g., Subject 2 in Fig. 1; also see
Anterior–Posterior Organization section).
Anterior–Posterior Organization
To summarize the large-scale organization of responses to each
contrast, we next analyzed the strength of BOLD responses to
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each contrast as a function of position along the length of
the STS.
Results from this analysis are shown in Figure 2 (ToM 2 and
Voice 2 contrasts are omitted for visualization purposes); results
separated across the upper and lower banks are shown in
Supplementary Figure 2. These results are consistent with the
qualitative descriptions of individual-subject activation patterns
described above, and provide a visualization of these effects at
the group level. ToM responses are strongest in the posterior-
most part of the STS (in the angular gyrus and surrounding
sulci), and were also observed in middle-to-anterior STS. Bio-
logical motion responses peaked in a pSTS region just anterior
to the angular gyrus ToM response. Face responses peaked in a
further-anterior pSTS region, with weaker responses also ob-
served in middle-to-anterior STS. The voice response was very
broad, encompassing much of the STS, and centered on middle
STS. Lastly, language responses in the left hemisphere were ob-
served along the extent of the STS, with peaks in posterior and
anterior STS regions. In the right STS, only an anterior region of
language activation was observed. Voice responses were sub-
stantially stronger in the upper bank than the lower bank of the
STS, while responses to ToM, biological motion, faces, and lan-
guage were largely symmetric across the 2 banks (with a slightly
stronger right anterior ToM response in the lower bank).
To determine the reliability of these anterior–posterior spatial
relations across individual subjects, we statistically assessed dif-
ferences in center of mass along the y-axis of spatially adjacent
regions. This differencewas signiﬁcant for all pairs of regions, in-
cluding ToM 1 and biological motion regions (LH: t = 2.34, P < 0.05,
RH: t = 5.65, P < 10−4), biological motion and face regions (LH: t =
7.30, P < 10−5, RH: t = 3.17, P < 0.01), face and Voice 1 regions (LH: t
= 2.54, P < 0.05, RH: t = 6.10, P < 10−4), and Voice 1 and language
regions (LH: t = 7.46, P < 10−5, RH: t = 6.91, P < 10−4). This result
demonstrates a reliable, bilateral anterior-to-posterior ordering
of responses: the TPJ response to ToM, pSTS response to biologic-
almotion, pSTS response to faces,middle STS response to voices,
and anterior STS response to language.
Figure 1. Individual-subject activations to 7 different contrasts in 2 representative example subjects. Analyseswere restricted to the bilateral STSmask shown in yellowat
the bottom, and were thresholded at a false discovery rate of q < 0.01. The slices displayed are at MNI x-coordinate ± 52 .
Table 1 Peak coordinates (in MNI space) of response to each task
ROI x y z
LH
ToM 1 47.4 −58.7 22.9
ToM 2 45.6 −59.6 24.2
Bio motion 49.9 −59.7 11.4
Faces 55.6 −41.1 7
Voice 1 60.6 −17.4 −1.6
Voice 2 61.5 −15.1 −1.5
Language 53 −3.5 −15.1
RH
ToM 1 −52.5 −52.2 21.1
ToM 2 −53.3 −55.2 23.2
Bio motion −571 −44.1 14.9
Faces −54.9 −36.2 7.2
Voice 1 −60.8 −16.3 −1.4
Voice 2 −61 −13.7 −2
Language −52.5 −0.9 −17.3
Coordinates were deﬁned in individual participants (within search spaces for
each task) and then averaged across participants.
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Responses in Maximally Sensitive Regions
Do STS subregions ofmaximal sensitivity to a given contrast also
exhibit selectivity—a response to one contrast but not others?We
tested this by extracting responses across all conditions from
small ROIs surrounding peak coordinates for the response to
each contrast (Fig. 3), using data independent of those used to
deﬁne the ROI. Responses in regions deﬁned by ToM 2 and
Voice 2 contrasts are omitted for brevity, as the locations of
these regions and their response proﬁles were highly similar to
the ToM 1 and Voice 1 ROIs.
Among regions deﬁned by the ToM (ToM 1) contrast, the left
hemisphere region responded strongly to the ToM 1 (t(18) = 7.13,
P < 10−6) and ToM 2 (t(18) = 7.45, P < 10
−6) contrasts, but also
responded signiﬁcantly to the language contrast (t(18) = 4.88,
P < 10−4). The right hemisphere region, in contrast, exhibited a
selective response, with signiﬁcant effects only for the ToM 1
(t(18) = 6.84, P < 10
−6) and ToM 2 (t(18) = 4.00, P < 10
−3) contrasts.
Language regionswere deﬁned in a relatively small number of
subjects (4 for the right hemisphere and 8 for the left, in split-half
data). This likely reﬂects the fact that this contrast was generally
somewhat weaker than the others, as well as more spatially
variable, leading to a substantial portion of subjects with no sig-
niﬁcant response in the anterior STS language search spacewhen
only odd runs were analyzed. Nevertheless, signiﬁcant effects of
the language contrast were observed in both the left (t(7) = 6.03, P
< 0.001) and right (t(3) = 5.74, P < 0.01) hemispheres. An effect of
the Voice 2 contrast was observed in the left hemisphere (t(7) =
3.65, P < 0.01). Note that the jabberwocky condition used to deﬁne
this contrast involves phonemic and prosodic information; this
difference could thus still reﬂect linguistic processing. However,
an effect of the ToM 2 contrast was also observed in the left hemi-
sphere (t(7) = 3.73, P < 0.01), in addition to amarginal effect of ToM
2 in the right hemisphere (t(3) = 2.16, P < 0.05) andmarginal effects
of ToM 1 in the left (t(7) = 2.63, P < 0.05) and right (t(3) = 3.73, P <
0.05) hemispheres. These effects reﬂected moderately sized dif-
ferences in percent signal change (0.2–0.4%), but were neverthe-
less statistically marginal due to the small number of subjects
with a deﬁned region. Thus, although this region appears largely
language selective—with a stronger response to language condi-
tions relative to a range of nonlinguistic visual and auditory con-
ditions—it appears to also bemodulated bymental state content.
Voice-sensitive regions inmiddle STS showed a clearly select-
ive proﬁle of responses bilaterally. These regions responded to
the Voice 1 (left: t(13) = 6.78, P < 10
−5; right: t(14) = 11.12, P < 10
−8)
andVoice 2 (left: t(13) = 7.02, P < 10
−5; right: t(14) = 6.95, P < 10
−5) con-
trasts, and did not respond signiﬁcantly to any other contrast.
Strikingly, the face-sensitive region of posterior STS re-
sponded strongly to both face and voice contrasts, bilaterally.
The expected response to faces was found in the left (t(6) = 6.51,
P < 0.001) and right (t(13) = 7.50, P < 10
−5) hemispheres. Additionally,
there was a bilateral effect of the Voice 1 (left: t(5) = 7.42, P < 0.001;
right: t(11) = 5.13, P < 10
−6) and Voice 2 (left: t(6) = 4.13, P < 0.01; right:
t(13) = 3.86, P < 0.01) contrasts. Weaker effects of the ToM 2 contrast
(t(14) = 2.80, P < 0.01) and the biological motion contrast (t(12) = 2.90,
P < 0.01) were also observed in the right hemisphere.
Lastly, the posterior STS regions deﬁned by the biological mo-
tion contrast responded to biological motion bilaterally (left: t(16)
= 15.20, P < 10−10; right: t(16) = 13.76, P < 10
−10). There was also an
effect of the Voice 1 contrast in the right hemisphere (t(13) = 2.78,
P < 0.01) and marginally in the left hemisphere (t(13) = 2.43, P <
0.02), although neither region showed an effect of the Voice 2
contrast. This indicates the presence of an STS subregion that
is quite selective for processing biological motion.
Could differences in effect sizes across regions in this analysis
reﬂect differences in signal quality from different subregions of
the STS? To address this, we computed temporal signal-to-
noise ratios (tSNR) for the ROIs assessed here (Supplementary
Fig. 3). These results indicate that tSNR values are largely similar
across ROIs, with a slight (∼25%) decrease in values for voice ROIs.
This suggests against the possibility that these functional disso-
ciations result from signal quality differences.
Resting-State Functional Connectivity Analysis
We next asked about another dimension of spatial organization:
do functionally and anatomically distinct subregions of the STS
have differing patterns of functional connectivity with the rest
of the brain? We identiﬁed regions of maximum response to
each task within individual subjects, and assessed similarity
between their functional connectivity maps, as well as their
task response proﬁles.
Figure 2. Responses to each task as a function of position along the length of the
STS. The upper ﬁgure shows the ROIs that were used to extract responses at each
position. The lower 2 graphs show left and right STS responses (percent signal
change) for each task, as a function of y-coordinate in MNI space.
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Matrices of functional connectivity and response similarity
are shown in Figure 4 (additionally, whole-brain functional con-
nectivity maps for each seed region are shown in Supplementary
Fig. 4). Generally, positive correlations were observed between
functional connectivity patterns. Excluding correlations between
regions deﬁned bysimilar contrasts (ToM1/ToM2,Voice 1/Voice 2),
these correlations ranged from 0.05 to 0.58 (LH), and 0.11 to 0.60
(RH). The broad range in these correlation values indicates that
somepairs of STS subregions share similar functional connectivity
patterns, while others diverge.
Does this variability in functional connectivity similarity re-
late to variability in the response similarity of pairs of regions?
A linear mixed model showed a signiﬁcant relationship both in
the left hemisphere (z = 2.52, P < 0.05) and the right hemisphere
(z = 3.29, P < 0.001), after accounting for effects of spatial proxim-
ity. These ﬁndings indicate that there are multiple functional
connectivity patterns and response proﬁles associated with STS
subregions, and that pairwise similarity along these 2 measures
is related: regions with more similar response proﬁles also have
more similar patterns of functional connectivity.
Overlap Analysis
Having investigated the response proﬁles of maximally respon-
sive focal regions in individual subjects, we next asked whether
the full STS response to each contrast is spatially distinct or over-
lapping across contrasts. To answer this question, we computed
the proportion of the STS activation to one contrast that over-
lapped with activations to each other contrast.
Results from the overlap analysis are shown in Figure 5. As
expected, the strongest overlap values (47–75%) were found for
the ToM 1 and ToM 2 contrasts, as well as the Voice 1 and Voice
2 contrasts, intended to elicit activity in similar regions. Overlap
values for other pairs of contrasts ranged from 4 to 59%. Particu-
larly strong overlap was observed between face and voice re-
sponses (19–59%, mean = 36%), face and biological motion
responses (15–39%, mean = 30%), and ToM and language re-
sponses (11–50%, mean = 29%). Relatively high values were also
observed for overlap between ToM and face responses (16–39%,
mean = 24%), and ToM and voice responses (9–35%, mean = 20%).
This indicates in addition to focal regionswith selective response
Figure 3. Responses (in percent signal change) of maximally sensitive regions for each contrast, across all conditions. Responses were measured in data independent of
those used to deﬁne the ROIs.
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proﬁles, the STS contains parts of cortex that respond signiﬁcant-
ly to social information from multiple domains.
We next assessed how overlap values vary as a function of
amount of smoothing and the statistical threshold used to deﬁne
regions. Supplementary Figures 5 and 6 show overlapmatrices at
smoothing kernels of 5-, 3-, and 0-mm FWHM, and thresholds of
q < 0.05, q < 0.01, and q < 0.005. As expected, using stricter thresh-
olds and less spatial smoothing lead to numerically smaller
Figure 4. Matrices of functional connectivity similarity (correlations between whole-brain resting-state functional connectivity maps of seed ROIs deﬁned by each
contrast) and response similarity (correlations between vectors of task responses from each seed ROI). ROIs are deﬁned to consist of a focal region of maximal
activation to a given contrast.
Figure 5. Overlap matrices for regions of activation deﬁned by each task contrast. Each cell in a given overlap matrix is equal to the size of the overlapping region for the
tasks on the corresponding row and column, divided by the size of the region of activation for the task on that row, as shown in the graphic on the left-hand side.
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overlap values, with spatial smoothing appearing to have a great-
er inﬂuence in the range of parameters tested. For example, face/
voice overlap had a mean value of 42% at q < 0.05 and 5-mm
FWHM, and a mean value of 28% at q < 0.005 and no smoothing.
Nevertheless, a similar pattern of overlap values across pairs of
contrasts was observed across thresholds and smoothing ker-
nels. In particular, relatively strong overlap between responses
to language and ToM, faces and voices, and faces and biological
motion were consistently observed. In contrast, overlap between
responses to ToM and faces, as well as ToM and voices, decreased
substantially as less smoothing was used. This may indicate that
this overlapwas introduced by spatial blurring of distinct regions;
alternatively, it is possible that the increased signal-to-noise
ratio afforded by smoothing is necessary to detect this overlap.
Lastly, we investigated response proﬁles of overlapping
regions, by deﬁning overlapping ROIs in one half of the dataset,
and extracting responses from left-out, unsmoothed data
(Fig. 6). We focused on pairs of contrasts for which substantial
overlap was consistently observed.
The language and ToM region responded substantially above
baseline for all language conditions, with a near-zero response to
all other conditions, and was additionally modulated by the pres-
ence of mental state content. Signiﬁcant effects of the language
contrast were observed in both hemispheres (RH: t(10) = 6.31,
P < 10−4; LH: t(11) = 4.56, P < 10
−3). Effects of the ToM 2 contrast were
also signiﬁcant bilaterally (RH: t(10) = 4.59, P < 10
−3; LH: t(11) = 2.74, P <
0.01),while effectsofToM1were signiﬁcant in the righthemisphere
(t(10) = 3.08, P < 0.01) and marginal in the left (t(11) = 1.86, P < 0.05).
The face and voice region had a roughly similar response pro-
ﬁle to thepSTS regiondeﬁnedbya face contrast,withamoderately
sized response to both dynamic faces andvocal sounds. The effect
of the Voice 1 contrast was signiﬁcant bilaterally (RH: t(12) = 9.00,
P < 10−6; LH: t(11) = 5.38, P < 10
−3), as was the effect of the Voice 2
contrast (RH: t(12) = 4.50, P < 10
−3; LH: t(11) = 2.93, P < 0.01). There
was also a signiﬁcant effect of faces over objects bilaterally (RH:
t(12) = 5.12, P < 10
−3; LH: t(11) = 4.68, P < 10
−3). This region also had a
weak but reliable response to the ToM contrasts: ToM 2 bilaterally
(RH: t(12) = 3.50, P < 0.01; LH: t(11) = 4.45, P < 10
−3) and ToM 1 in the
right hemisphere (t(12) = 3.75, P < 0.01), and marginally in the left
hemisphere (t(11) = 2.05, P < 0.05). This response appeared to be dri-
ven by overlap with the mid-STS ToM response.
The face and biological motion region had a moderate re-
sponse to faces, a relatively weak response to biological motion,
and a response to vocal sounds of variable effect size. This region
responded signiﬁcantly to faces over objects bilaterally (RH: t(15) =
10.15, P < 10−7; LH: t(14) = 6.64, P < 10
−5). There was also a signiﬁcant
effect of biological motion in the left hemisphere (t(15) = 3.33,
P < 0.01), but not in the right. The lackof aneffect in the right hemi-
sphere, however, appeared to be driven by a single outlier with a
strongly negative effect of biological motion; there was a signiﬁ-
cant effect after removing this participant (t(13) = 3.82, P < 0.01).
Additionally, there was a signiﬁcant effect of the Voice 1 contrast
bilaterally (RH: t(13) = 5.01, P < 10
−3; LH: t(12) = 4.61, P < 10
−3), and the
Voice 2 contrast in the left hemisphere (t(15) = 3.15, P < 0.01) and
marginally in the right hemisphere (t(14) = 1.83, P < 0.05). Lastly,
there was a weak but signiﬁcant effect of the ToM 1 contrast in
the left hemisphere (t(15) = 2.84, P < 0.01). These results indicate
that, while there is a pSTS region responsive to both dynamic
faces and biological motion, it only responds weakly to biological
motion, with a much stronger response observed in the more
selective biological motion area. Furthermore, this region appears
to also have a substantial response to vocal sounds, of magnitude
similar to or stronger than the response to biological motion.
Discussion
We investigated STS responses to a number of social cognitive
and linguistic contrasts, and found that patterns of response
along the length of the STS differed substantially across each
contrast. Furthermore, we found largely selective subregions of
Figure 6. Responses (in percent signal change) of overlapping regions responsive to multiple contrasts, across all conditions. Responses were measured in data
independent of those used to deﬁne the ROIs.
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the STS for ToM, biologicalmotion, voice perception, and linguis-
tic processing, as well as a region that speciﬁcally responds to dy-
namic faces and voices. Contrary to claims that there is little
systematic spatial organization to the STS response to different
tasks and inputs (Hein and Knight 2008), these ﬁndings argue
for a rich spatial structure within the STS. In addition to these
selective areas, regions responsive to multiple contrasts were
observed, most clearly for responses to language and ToM,
faces and voices, and faces and biological motion. These results
indicate that the STS contains both domain-speciﬁc regions
that selectively process a speciﬁc type of social information, as
well as multifunctional regions involved in processing informa-
tion from multiple domains.
Our analysis of resting-state functional connectivity of STS
subregions supports the argument for systematic spatial organ-
ization in the STS. Our results point to distinct patterns of func-
tional connectivity within the STS, suggesting the presence of
ﬁne-grained distinctions within the 2–3 patterns observed in
prior studies (Power et al. 2011; Shih et al. 2011; Yeo et al. 2011).
Furthermore, we show that these connectivity differences are
linked to differences in response proﬁles, consistent with the
broad claim that areas of common functional connectivity also
share common function (Smith et al. 2009). Contrary to the
claim that STS subregions are recruited for different functions
based on their spontaneous coactivationwith other brain regions
(Hein and Knight 2008), these results paint a picture inwhich STS
subregions have stable, distinct response proﬁles and corres-
pondingly distinct patterns of coactivation with the rest of the
brain.
The STS regions found to respond to each contrast in the cur-
rent study are broadly consistent with regions reported in prior
studies. Prior studies using ToM tasks havemost consistently re-
ported the posterior-most TPJ region (Fletcher et al. 1995; Galla-
gher et al. 2000; Saxe and Kanwisher 2003; Saxe and Powell
2006; Ciaramidaro et al. 2007; Saxe et al. 2009; Dodell-Feder
et al. 2011; Bruneau et al. 2012; Gweon et al. 2012), but some
have also reportedmiddle and anterior STS regions like those ob-
served in the present study (Dodell-Feder et al. 2011; Bruneau
et al. 2012; Gweon et al. 2012). At least 2 prior studies have inves-
tigated responses to both ToM and biological motion, and both
found that the response to biological motion was anterior to
the TPJ region elicited by ToM tasks, as observed in the present
results (Gobbini et al. 2007; Saxe et al. 2009). Consistent with
prior arguments, the right TPJ region observed in the current
study was strongly selective for mental state reasoning, among
the tasks used here.
Studies of face and biological motion perception have found
responses in a similar region of pSTS (Allison et al. 2000; Gross-
man et al. 2000; Pelphrey, Mitchell, et al. 2003; Pitcher et al.
2011; Engell andMcCarthy 2013). In the present study, we observe
overlapping responses to faces and biologicalmotion in the pSTS,
consistent with a recent study on responses to biological motion
and faces in a large set of participants (Engell and McCarthy
2013). However, we ﬁnd that the pSTS region responding to
faces is slightly but reliably anterior to the region responding to
biological motion, and that it is possible to deﬁne a maximally
biological motion-sensitive region of pSTS that has no response
to faces over objects. Thus, pSTS responses to faces and biological
motion, while overlapping, also differ reliably. The ﬁnding of a
consistent difference in position of face and biological motion re-
sponses diverges from the results of Engell and McCarthy (2013);
this difference could result from the use of dynamic face stimuli
in our study. While studies using static faces have typically
observed a single face-responsive region of posterior STS, the
current results and prior evidence (Pitcher et al. 2011) indicate
that dynamic faces engage several regions along the length of
the STS, and may engage a posterior STS region with slightly
different spatial properties.
The most striking case of overlap observed in the current
study was that between responses to dynamic faces and vocal
sounds. This result manifested as a strong voice response in a
region deﬁned to be maximally responsive to faces, and sub-
stantial overlap between the set of voxels responding signiﬁ-
cantly to each contrast. This is consistent with prior work
ﬁnding a region of posterior STS that responds to faces and
voices (Wright et al. 2003; Kreifelts et al. 2009; Watson et al.
2014), as well as individual neurons in macaque STS that re-
spond to faces and voices (Barraclough et al. 2005; Ghazanfar
et al. 2008; Perrodin et al. 2014). The strikingly high voice res-
ponse of a region deﬁned by a face contrast was nevertheless
unexpected, and indicates that this region should not be
characterized as a “face region,” but rather a fundamentally
audiovisual area. This case of overlap seems most plausibly in-
terpreted as suggesting a common underlying process elicited
by the 2 broad contrasts used in this study. One possibility is
that this region is involved in human identiﬁcation using both
facial and vocal cues. However, this hypothesis cannot easily
explain the strong preference for dynamic over static faces in
this region (Pitcher et al. 2011). Another possibility is that this
region is involved in audiovisual processing of speech and/or
other human vocalizations. Alternatively, this region might be
more generally involved in processing communicative stimuli
of different modalities. Further research will be necessary to
tease apart these possibilities.
In addition to a region of overlapping response to faces and
voices, a further-anterior region responded highly selectively to
vocal stimuli. This region was centered on the upper bank of
the middle STS, consistent with prior reports (Belin et al. 2000).
Language responses have been observed along the entire
length of the left STS (Binder et al. 1997; Fedorenko et al. 2012),
consistent with our results. In our data, language responses
were strongest bilaterally in a far-anterior region of STS, a pattern
that prior studies have not noted. Unlike most prior studies, the
sentences used in our language contrast involved no human
characters whatsoever (nor any living things at all), to dissociate
language from social reasoning. This difference might account
for the slight divergence between our results and those of prior
studies.
Another case of particularly strong overlap occurred between
responses to language and ToM. The left TPJ region deﬁned by a
ToM contrast was modulated by linguistic content, and the bilat-
eral anterior language regions were both modulated by mental
state content. We also observed substantial overlap between lan-
guage and ToM responses across the STS: roughly half of voxels
with a language response also had an effect of ToM content.
While not observed previously, this observation is consistent
with prior reports that regions elicited by ToM and semantic con-
trasts both bear a rough, large-scale resemblance to defaultmode
areas (Buckner and Carroll 2007; Binder 2012). While relation-
ships between language and ToM in development have been ex-
tensively documented (De Villiers 2007), lesion evidence
indicates that these functions can be selectively impaired in
adults (Apperly et al. 2004, 2006). Nevertheless, the ﬁnding of
strong overlap between language and ToM responses is intri-
guing and should be explored further. One potential account of
the effect of ToM in language regions is that the presence of
agents is an organizing principle of semantic representations in
these regions.
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Based on fMRI overlap results,wehaveargued that, at the spa-
tial resolution of the present study, STS responses to certain
types of social information overlap, in some cases substantially.
However, a number of caveats must be made regarding the
interpretation of fMRI overlap data. For a number of reasons, it
is impossible to directly infer the presence of overlap in underly-
ing neural responses from overlap in fMRI responses, which
measure a hemodynamic signal at relatively low resolution. For
one, fMRI measures signal from blood vessels, and stronger
signal is obtained from larger vessels that pool blood from larger
regions of cortex (Polimeni et al. 2010). Next, fMRI is a relatively
low-resolution measure (typically ∼3 mm), pooling responses
over hundreds of thousands of individual neurons, and further
structure likely existswithin the resolution of a single voxel. Last-
ly, fMRI data are both intrinsically spatially smoothed by the use
of k-space sampling for data acquisition, and typically smoothed
further in preprocessing, to increase signal-to-noise ratio. In the
present study, we mitigate this concern by measuring overlap at
different smoothing kernels, and assessing response proﬁles of
overlapping regions using spatially unsmoothed data.
The above points establish that fMRI can miss spatial struc-
ture at a ﬁne scale. Thus, in principle, functionally speciﬁc STS
subregions within the overlapping regions observed here could
exist at ﬁner spatial scales. Nevertheless, the present results
argue for substantial overlap at the typical resolution of fMRI
studies, which is notmerely induced by spatial smoothing during
preprocessing, and is robust to differences in the statistical
threshold used to deﬁne regions.
We have argued that the STS contains subregions with
distinct proﬁles of fMRI responses, resulting from distinct under-
lying neuronal selectivity proﬁles. Could the differences observed
here instead relate to other inﬂuences on contrast-to-noise ratio,
such as differences in signal reliability across regions, or differ-
ences in the efﬁcacy of different stimulus sets in driving neural
responses? It is unlikely that signal reliability contributes
substantially to regional differences, given that these regions
are roughly matched on tSNR (and despite slightly lower tSNR
in voice regions, these areas had among the strongest category-
selective responses observed). The paradigms we used were de-
signed to be similar in basic ways (e.g., mostly blocked designs,
with∼5 min of stimulation per condition), but could nevertheless
differ in their ability to drive strong responses. For instance, they
might differ in variability along stimulus dimensions encoded in
a given region, which is impossible to judge without knowing
these dimensions. We consider it unlikely that this accounts for
the substantial differences across regions observed here, given
that 1) each task drove strong responses in at least some STS sub-
region; and 2) for tasks that evoked the most spatially extensive
responses (ToM and voices), we found similar responses across
2 tasks, suggesting that these were somewhat robust to stimulus
details. Nevertheless, it is important to note that differences in
the efﬁcacy of different tasks could have inﬂuenced the response
magnitudes reported here.
Another general limitation of this study is that while we
would like to identify regions of the STS that are involved in spe-
ciﬁc cognitive andperceptual processes, we instead use the proxy
of identifying regions of the STS that respond in a given task
contrast, as in any fMRI study. There is presumably no simple
one-to-one mapping between processes or representations and
broad pairwise contrasts. Given that we have little knowledge
of the speciﬁc processes underlying social perception and cogni-
tion, it is difﬁcult to determine the appropriate mapping. For
instance, our face stimuli presumably elicit processes related to
the perceptual processing of faces (which itself is a high-level
description that likely comprises multiple computations), but
they also contain speciﬁc types of biological motion (eye and
mouthmotion), whichmight be processed via separate mechan-
isms. These stimuli could also trigger the analysis of intentions
or emotional states of the characters in the clips. Likewise, our
ToM contrasts are intended to target mental state reasoning,
but the ToM condition in both contrasts is more focused on
human characters, and thus some of the responses we observe
may relate to general conceptual processing of humans or im-
agery of human characters (although note that prior studies
have found TPJ responses using tighter contrasts (Saxe and
Kanwisher 2003; Saxe and Powell 2006)). Generally, it is important
to emphasize that the activation maps we describe presumably
comprise responses evoked by a number of distinct processes,
which future research will hopefully tease apart.
In sum, the present study converges with prior research to in-
dicate that the STS is a key hub of social and linguistic processing.
Our method of testing each subject on multiple contrasts enables
us to rule out prior claims that the STS represents a largely homo-
genous andmultifunctional region (HeinandKnight 2008), instead
revealing rich spatial structure and functional heterogeneity
throughout the STS. Speciﬁcally, the STS appears to contain both
subregions that are highly selective for processing speciﬁc types of
social stimuli, aswell as regions that respond to social information
from multiple domains. These ﬁndings paint a picture in which
the extraordinary human capacity for social cognition relies in
part on a broad region that computes multiple dimensions of so-
cial information over a complex, structured functional landscape.
This work opens up myriad questions for future research, includ-
ing which speciﬁc computations are performed within each sub-
region of the STS, how the functional landscape of the STS
differs in disorders that selectively disrupt or selectively preserve
social cognition (e.g., autism andWilliams’ syndrome respective-
ly), and whether the spatial overlap observed here is functionally
relevant, or whether it reﬂects distinct but spatially interleaved
neural populations.
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